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Abstract 
Given transversely intersecting normal surfaces S and S’ in a triangulated 3-manifold M, criteria 
are given under which inessential intersection curves can be eliminated by a sequence of regular 
exchanges each of which exchanges a pair of innermost disks. One application is the construction 
of a G-equivariant, minimal Seifert surface for an oriented link which is invariant under the action 
of a given finite group G. 
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1. Introduction 
In [8] Jaco and Rubinstein introduce the notion of a least weight normal surface and 
use it to develop a theory of minimal surfaces in 3-manifolds in a piecewise linear 
setting. A key step is the unexpected ability to remove inessential intersection curves 
between two least weight normal surfaces by exchanging pairs of innermost disks, using 
a regular exchange, while maintaining certain properties of interest. We prove a general 
result along this line, giving conditions under which this simplification can be carried 
out. Since our results include the corresponding propositions in [8] we fill the gap in the 
proof there. 
Applications are given in a setting which includes minimal Seifert surfaces in non- 
irreducible link spaces. Specifically, the criteria for the existence of pairs of innermost 
disks applies to least weight taut (lw-taut) surfaces in orientable 3-manifolds which 
are connected sums of irreducible, &irreducible 3-manifolds whose only compressible 
boundary components are tori. If F and F’ are lw-taut normal surfaces in such a 3- 
manifold A4 then it is shown that all inessential intersection curves can be removed 
by performing a series of regular exchanges, each along a regular intersection curve 
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bounding a pair of least weight innermost disks which are switched by the exchange, 
while preserving the Iw-tautness and homology classes of the surfaces. Using this, we can 
construct a G-equivariant, minimal Seifert surface for an oriented link which is invariant 
under the action of a given finite group G. This gives an equivariant extension of the 
algorithm in [12] to construct a minimal Seifert surface for a link. It also extends a 
result of Edmonds [2] in which the theory of least area surfaces is used to show that if 
a nontrivial knot K in S3 is invariant under a smooth action of a cyclic group C, of 
order m which fixes a simple closed curve disjoint from K, then there exists a minimal 
Seifert surface invariant under C,. Then, following the viewpoint in [2], we obtain an 
easy proof that only trivial links can have infinitely many periods, a result first proved 
by Flapan [3] for knots and then extended to links by Hillman [5]. 
An alternative treatment of applying normal surface theory to obtain equivariant sphere 
and loop theorems and which avoids the innermost disk problem is given in Dunwoody 
[ll. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout, M will denote a 3-manifold with a fixed triangulation 7. By a normal 
surface 5’ in M we mean a properly embedded surface in general position with the 
l-skeleton ‘I-(‘) such that S intersects each tetrahedron A of 7 in properly embedded 
disks, called elementary disks, intersecting each face in at most one straight line. A 
normal isotopy of M is an isotopy which leaves the simplices of 7 invariant. Up to 
normal isotopy, there are seven possible elementary disks in each tetrahedron, four of 
which are triangles and three are quadrilaterals. If E is an elementary disk, 3E is uniquely 
determined by the points E fl ‘T(l) and we require that each elementary disk E in A be a 
planar disk if En ‘T(l) is a planar set and otherwise require that E equal the cone b * aE 
where b is the centroid of the 3-simplex in A spanned by E fI’T(‘). With this convention, 
it follows that a normal surface S is uniquely determined by the set of points S n 7(l). 
The normal isotopy class of an arc in which an elementary disk meets a 2-face of A is 
called an arc type. The weight of a surface S intersecting the l-skeleton 7-c’) transversely 
is the number wt(S) of points in S n ‘I-(‘). 
If two elementary disks El, E2 in a tetrahedron A intersect transversely then El 0 E2 
is an arc CY properly embedded in A and Q: spans the interior of distinct 2-faces of A. 
We say that o is a regular arc of intersection if there exists a pair of disjoint elementary 
disks having the same disk types as Ei and E2. This is equivalent to the property that 
the union of the vertices of El and E2 span a disjoint pair of elementary disks. The 
intersection arc between two elementary disks is always regular except when the disks 
are quadrilateral disks of different disk types and then it is never regular. Two normal 
surfaces S and S’ are said to intersect transversely if each pair of elementary disks from 
S and S’, respectively, intersect transversely. 
Suppose that two normal surfaces S and S’ intersect transversely and each intersection 
curve of S n S’ is regular in the sense that it is a union of regular arcs. In this case, 
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there is a unique (embedded) normal surface 5’ + S’, called the normal sum of S and 
S’, determined by the points (S U S’) n ‘Tt’). The sum S + S’ can also be obtained 
from a cut-and-paste operation as follows. A regular intersection curve Q is orientation 
preserving and the cut-and-paste operation along (Y which preserves the normal isotopy 
classes of the elementary disks is called a regular exchange. The surface which results 
from performing a regular exchange along each intersection curve of S n S’ and then 
straightening by a normal isotopy is just S + S’. 
Consider an intersection curve (Y, regular or not, of the normal surfaces S and S’ and 
suppose one performs a cut-and-paste operation along cr that is not a regular exchange. 
There exists a tetrahedron A containing elementary disks E’ c S, E” c S’ intersecting 
in an arc E’ fl E” c CY such that one of the disks produced by the cut-and-paste operation 
along E’ fl E” meets a 2-face of A in an arc /3 with a/3 contained in some l-simplex. 
We call such an arc ,f3 a fold. More generally, we say that a surface K, intersecting ‘T@) 
transversely, contains a fold if there exists a 2-simplex IY such that some component of 
CJ n K is an arc with both endpoints in a l-simplex of o. An important point is that 
if a surface K contains a fold then there exists an isotopy which removes the fold and 
decreases the weight of K. 
Suppose S and S’ intersect transversely and D c S is a disk with fr(D) c S n S’. 
We call D an innermost disk if D n S’ = fr(D) and fr(D) is connected. A least weight 
innermost disk is an innermost disk which has minimal weight relative to all other 
innermost disks in S and S’. A disk D c S which is the closure of a component of 
S - S n S’ is not an innermost disk unless it meets i3M in at most one arc. 
Let 5’1 and Sz be normal surfaces for which the normal sum mS = Si + 572 is defined. 
If we perform regular exchanges along all intersection curves which are the common 
frontier of pairs of innermost disks, we eventually obtain normal surfaces Si, S; such 
that mS = S’i + Si and for which there are no pairs of innermost disks with common 
frontiers. We call Si + Si the disk-reduced normal sum obtained from St + Sz. 
By a least weight normal surface we usually mean a normal surface S with the prop- 
erty that wt(S) is minimal among the weights of all normal surfaces in some class of 
surfaces, such as an isotopy class. An lw-taut surface is a least weight normal surface 
relative to taut surfaces representing a given homology class. Recall that for a nonzero 
homology class g E Hz(M, aM; 2) the norm z(g) is defined in [lo] as the infimum, 
over all properly embedded surfaces G representing g, of x-(G) = -x(G - spherical 
and disk components of G). An oriented, incompressible, &incompressible surface F 
properly embedded in M is said to be taut if its homology class [F] is nontrivial in 
Hz(M, aM; Z), F is x--minimizing, and F has no homologically trivial union of com- 
ponents. A taut surface F is said to be Zw-taut if it has minimal weight among all taut 
surfaces representing the homology class [F]. If F is lw-taut then n pairwise disjoint 
copies of F, denoted by nF, is an lw-taut surface representing the class n[F] (see Lemma 
1 in [lo]). While an lw-taut surface is always least weight in its isotopy class, it need 
not have the minimal weight among all surfaces in its homology class. 
We refer the reader to [8] for more details and general background material on normal 
surfaces. 
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3. Existence of innermost disk pairs 
Let S and S’ be normal surfaces which intersect transversely. A component a: of 
S n S’ is an inessential intersection curve if cy is the frontier of a disk in either S or 
S’. It is frequently the case that the existence of inessential intersection curves in S n S’ 
is an obstacle and we would like to eliminate them. If it happens that there exists an 
intersection curve in S C’ S’ which is the frontier of a pair of innermost disks D c S 
and D’ c S’ then, ideally, a regular exchange along cy will interchange the two disks. 
In addition, we want the new surfaces St = (S - D) U D’ and S{ = (S’ - D’) u D to 
retain certain properties of S and S’. In order to formulate the criteria guaranteeing that 
such innermost disk pairs can always be found, we let ‘H denote a nonempty class of 
2-spheres and properly embedded disks. If D U D’ E ‘H then we say that St and Si are 
equivalent (module 31) to S and S’, respectively. 
The following examples of 7-l are used in [S] and in our applications. 
(a) The collection of all 2-spheres representing a given ~1 (M)-invariant subgroup of 
~2wf). 
(b) The collection of embedded 2-spheres in M that bound 3-cells in M. 
(c) The collection of embedded 2-spheres and properly embedded disks representing 
the trivial class in &(M, NH; 2). 
(d) The collection of all embedded 2-spheres and properly embedded disks in M. 
For example, suppose S and S’ are lw-taut normal surfaces and let ‘8 be as in (c). If 
DUD’ E ‘H then the surfaces Si , S; are equivalent (modulo ‘H) to and represent the same 
homology classes as S, S’, respectively. If, in addition, we require that wt(D) = wt(D’) 
then St, S{ are also lw-taut normal surfaces. 
Proposition 1. Let 7-i be a given collection of properly embedded 2-spheres and disks in 
a 3-manifold M with triangulation 7. Let S and S’ be normal surfaces which intersect 
transversely and have the property that no component of S or S’ belongs to FL. In 
addition, suppose that whenever a component W of S n S’ is the frontier of a least 
weight innermost disk D in either S or S’, say D c S, then the following conditions 
hold (symmetrical conditions are assumed to hold if D C St): 
(P-l) W separates the component of S’ containing W into two components D’ and 
E’. 
(P-2) At least one of D U E’ or D U D’ is not in ?L, and assume notation has been 
chosen such that D U Et # ‘FL. 
(P-3) D’ is a disk and wt(D’) = wt(D). 
(P-4) The weight of D U E’ cannot be reduced by an isotopy. 
(P-5) If D U D’ $ 3t then the weight of D U D’ cannot be reduced by an isotopy. 
Under these conditions, if there exists an inessential intersection curve in S n S’ then 
there exists a component W of S n S’ that is the frontier of a pair of least weight 
innermost disks D c S, D’ c S’ such that W is a regular intersection curve, a regular 
exchange along W interchanges D and D’, D U D’ E ‘?i and the weights of D U E’ and 
D’ U E cannot be reduced by an isotopy. Moreover if there exists a simple closed curve 
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component of S n S’ bounding a disk in S or 5” then W may be chosen to be a simple 
closed curve. 
Before beginning we need a lemma which is proven in [8] but the argument is only 
used to conclude that an innermost disk cannot have zero weight. 
Lemma 2. Let X be a component of S - (S n S’) and suppose there exists a 2-simplex 
g of 7 such that a component v of X n u is contained in g. If the closure Y of a 
component of X - v is a zero weight disk then Y n aM # 8. Moreovel; if X is a zero 
weight disk then X is not an innermost disk. 
Proof. The disk Y has an induced cell-decomposition whose cells are the components 
of the intersection of Y with the simplices of 7. A cell C of Y is contained in either a 
3-sided or 4-sided elementary disk E with frontier a subset of E n S n S’. If Y has zero 
weight then each cell C in Y is disjoint from the l-skeleton of 7 and Cn SnS’ consists 
of 2, 3 or 4 edges. Let fi denote the number of i-edged cells in the decomposition of Y 
and let b denote the number of component of d(Y) - Y n S’. The Euler characteristic 
of Y is given by the formula x(Y) = -f4 - ifs + ib = 1. Thus b = 2 + fs + 2f4 > 2 
and since 2, is the only component of a(Y) - Y n S’ not contained in aM, the lemma 
follows. 0 
Proof of Proposition 1. Choose an innermost disk D in either S or S’ which has the 
least weight among all innermost disks. Assume D c S and let W denote the frontier 
of D. Let ,576 be the component of S’ containing W and let D’, E’ denote the closures 
of the components of SA - W with the labeling chosen such that D’ is a disk and 
DUE’ $ ‘H. Then wt(D) = wt(D’) and wt(D U E’) cannot be reduced by an isotopy. 
Since no innermost disk can have zero weight we can choose a 2-simplex cr with the 
property that D n CT contains an arc component with exactly one endpoint p on dcr and 
the other endpoint q E W n CT. Let U be the component of (D U 0’) n o containing the 
point q and let d = U n D and d’ = U n D’. Denote the components of S n c and S’ n g 
containing the point q by cr and a’, respectively. Let e’ c a’ be the component of E’ no 
meeting q. 
The proof is carried out case by case. We analyze all possible configurations for U 
and show that in each case we can construct a pair of innermost least weight disks. One 
possible configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1. In all the figures the region in (T bordered 
by U has been shaded. The difficulties with the proof of Proposition 3.1 in [8] arise from 
the apparent assumption that d and d’ must both be connected. Since this need not be 
the case, five of the nine possible configurations for U are overlooked and the analysis 
of Case (bs) is incomplete. 
Before getting into specific cases we make some useful observations. 
(O-l) The component of D’ n 0 containing q does not necessarily meet &J. 
(O-2) Since D meets only one side of the disk D’ c S’ it follows that the arcs of 
D n ~7 meet a component of D’ fl CT on only one side (and vice versa). 
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Fig. 1. 
(O-3) ad n g = ad’ n & that is, the endpoints of d in g coincide with the endpoints 
of d’ in g. 
(O-4) Since i f’ S’ = 8 each component of i can be viewed as a “barrier” to the arcs 
in (T n S’ when constructing various configurations for 0 tl (S U 5”) in c. 
(O-5) No component of (D U E’) n g has both endpoints on the same edge of (T. Such 
a component would be a fold in ff and allow a weight decreasing isotopy of D U E’. 
More generally, (d rl cx) U e’ cannot lie on a fold of (Y U a’ even if e’ does not meet aa. 
In such a situation it is easy to see that there must be a fold of D U E’ in c consisting 
of et together with the two components of d. Thus, whenever we encounter the situation 
in which d rl (II lies on a fold of Q U a!, we also have d’ n IY’ lying on the same fold. 
(O-6) Let V’ be a component of D’ n g meeting &r in only one point. Since wt(D) = 
wt(D’), it follows that D’ is innermost if and only if w’ n S c W. If V’ n ao = 0 then 
it is possible for w’ n S c 8~’ and yet D’ not be innermost. When this situation arises 
we will show that it can only occur if we also have aD’ n i3M # 0. 
(O-7) If D’ is not an innermost disk we will use the following procedure to find a least 
weight innermost disk contained in D’ (or possibly in E’ when E’ is also a disk with 
wt(E’) = wt(D)). W e must confirm that the new disk we select has a connected frontier. 
Suppose w’ is a component of d’ such that w’ n Cb # 0. Choose q1 to be the outermost 
point of S n d on V’ and let Di c D’ be the disk such that q1 E fr(D{) = 0; n S. By 
construction, D{ nag # 0 and hence wt(Di) > 0. If 0; is not innermost then there exists 
an innermost disk 6’ c D’ which must also have least weight. Since wt(D”) = wt(D’), 
it follows that 5’ c 0; c D’ and hence wt(D’) = wt(D{). Since q1 was chosen to be 
the outermost point of w’ n S on V’ and 5’ n T(l) = 0; n T(l), we must have 0; = 5’. 
Therefore the disk D{ obtained in this way is necessarily a least weight innermost disk. 
(O-8) If aD n i3M = 0 then all disks constructed in the proof are also disjoint from 
aM. 
We list all possible configurations for the arcs of (S n 0) U (S’ n 0) which meet 
U c (D u D’) n g and for which (D U E’) n ff does not contain a fold. There are 
nine possibilities and these are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, where only ,the arcs of 
(S n a) u (St n 0) which meet U are shown. D is the only component which is assumed 
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(a) 
(b2) @3) 
Fig. 2. 
to be an innermost disk and thus all others may contain points of S fl S’ in their interiors. 
We label the components of d and d’ contained in (Y and Q’, respectively, by dl = (Y n d 
and d/, = a’ I’? d’. It is straightforward to check that only the nine cases can occur if 
one keeps in mind that if d^is a component of d meeting &r and d^ lies on a fold then 
no component of E’ rl (T can adjoin d along this fold. To arrive at these nine cases, one 
can proceed by first considering the situations in which dl lies on a fold and observing 
that only Cases (a) and (bt) occur. If d, does not lie on a fold but di is on a fold then 
we can have Cases (bz), (cl), (~2) and (cd). If neither dl nor d’, lie on a fold then Cases 
(bs), (cs) and (cs) can occur. Only the Cases (a), (bt), (b2) and (bs) were considered in 
[S] and our treatment of them is similar except the analysis of Case (bs) leads to Cases 
(Cl Hcd. 
Case (a). q is the intersection between arcs a and LY’ in the same normal isotopy class, 
By (O-5), (d n a) U (d’ n a’) lies on the same fold of cx U cd. If d’ is not an arc then there 
is a component fi of S n cr such that i3(d’ n a’) c (Y U 0. Then the component ,S n d of d 
meets an and lies on a fold of CX’ U /3 together with a component of E’ n a’. This cannot 
occur by (O-5) and it follows that d and d’ are both arcs lying in cx U a’ and d U d’ forms 
a fold. (In Fig. 2(a) it is possible that the positions of d and d’ are reversed.) 
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Fig. 3. 
If D’ is not already innermost then there exist components of S n CJ which meet d’. Let 
q1 be the outermost point of d’ n 5’ on d’. Let 0; c D’ be the disk with q1 E fr(Di). By 
(O-7), 0; is an innermost least weight disk. Let St denote the component of S containing 
ql. Then fr(Di) is the frontier of a disk D1 c St such that wt(Dt) = wt(D{) and D’,UEt 
does not lie on a fold, where El = S1 - D1. Hence a component of (01 U 0;) n CJ lies 
on a fold inside the fold bounded by d U d’ and the disk Dr must also be an innermost 
disk since i acts as a barrier. Moreover, the weight of D, U D{ can be reduced by an 
isotopy and hence D1 U D{ E 7-l. We have the desired pair of innermost disks in D1, D{ 
Case (bt). q is the intersection between arcs IY and CY’ in different normal isotopy 
classes and d n a lies on a fold. As in Case (a), d’ must be an arc and d Ud’ forms a fold. 
The construction of a pair of least weight innermost disks D1, D{ with D1 U D{ E ?I! is 
the same as in Case (a). 
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Cases (a) and (bt) include all situations in which the arc d n LY lies on a fold. We can 
appeal to these cases to finish the argument in the future whenever we encounter d n cy 
on a fold. 
Case (bz). q is the intersection between arcs (Y and Q’ in different normal isotopy 
classes, d and d’ are both arcs, d U d’ does not form a fold, and d’ lies on the fold of 
cy u cy’. 
If D’ is also innermost then D’ is a least weight innermost disk lying on a fold and 
Case (bt) applies. (We cannot conclude that D U D’ E 7-l.) So assume that D’ is not 
innermost. All arc components of S fl CT which meet d’ must have the same arc type as 
(Y. Let q1 be the outermost point of d’ n S on d’. Let 0; c D’ be the innermost least 
weight disk with q1 E fr(Di). Since the component 0; n d of 0; n CT lies on a fold, we 
are back in Case (bt). 
Case (bs). q is the intersection between arcs CY and Q’ in different normal isotopy 
classes, d and d’ are both arcs, d U d’ does not form a fold, and neither d nor d’ is on 
the fold of cr U a’. 
(1) First suppose that D’ is already an innermost disk. If D U D’ E ‘?i then we are 
done. If DUD’ $ ‘R then, reversing the roles of D’ and E’, it follows from (P-3) that E’ 
is a disk with wt(E’) = wt(D). If e’ meets an then we have Case (b2) (with E’ replacing 
0’). However, if e’ does not meet a0 then we find ourselves in either Cases (cl) or (~4). 
In each of these cases we will be able to construct the desired pair of innermost disks. 
(2) Assume that D’ is not an innermost disk. Let qi be the outermost point of S n d’ 
on d’. Let 0; c D’ be the innermost least weight disk with q1 E Qt = fr(D;). Let cq 
be the arc component of 5’ n u containing 41. We have two subcases to consider since 
crt may or may not be parallel to cy. 
(i) Suppose that crt is not parallel to cr. Then the component of 0; n CT containing 
q1 lies on a fold in c and we are back in Case (bt). 
(ii) Suppose that crt is parallel to cr. There exists a disk D1 contained in a component 
St of S such that fr(Dt) = fr(Di) and D{ U El f ‘H, where El = 5’1 - D1. 
If the component of D1 ncq containing q1 lies on a fold then we find ourselves in Case 
(bz), (ct) or (~4). If the component of D1 n cq containing q1 does not lie on a fold then 
we are either back in Case (b3) again or in Case (q) or (q). Since the desired pair of 
innermost disks are constructed in Cases (q) and (cs), it is sufficient to only consider the 
situation when we find ourselves back in Case (bj). If DI and D{ are both innermost we 
can get the desired least weight innermost disks as in (1) above. If D1 is not innermost 
we let q2 be the outermost point of S’ n D1 on the component of D1 n CT containing q2. 
We obtain a new least weight innermost disk D2 c D, with q2 E fr(D2). Because the 
original arc d c D acts as a barrier, it follows that the component of D2 n CT containing 
q2 lies on a fold, putting us in Case (bt) where we reach the desired conclusion. 
For the remaining cases we introduce some additional notation. Let T denote the second 
endpoint of the component of d’ having q for one endpoint. Then r is the intersection of 
(Y’ with a second component p of S n g. 
Case (cl), (cz), (~3). q is the intersection between arcs cy and (Y’ in different normal 
isotopy classes, d’ and d each have two components. Thus d c a u fl and d’ is contained 
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in the union of a! and a second component p’ of S’ n u. Observe that CX’ and p’ have 
different arc types since d acts as a barrier. Let s = p n p’. Choose q1 to be the outermost 
point of d’ n S on the component of d’ containing s. If we let 0; c D’ be the least 
weight outermost disk with q1 E fr(D;), we see that the component of 0; na containing 
q1 lies on a fold and we find ourselves in either Case (a) or (bl) where the construction 
is concluded. 
Case (cq), (cs). q is the intersection between arcs Q and a’ in different normal isotopy 
classes, d’ is an arc but d has two components which are contained in the union of two 
components (Y, p of S n c. The considerations used in the previous cases do not always 
apply here since d’ does not meet acr and it is possible for d’ n S = ad’ and yet D’ not 
to be innermost. 
If D’ is already an innermost disk then we will be finished once we show that D U 
D’ E 7-l. It follows from (P-2) and (P-4), with the roles of D’ and E’ reversed, that if 
D U D’ $ ‘Ii then the weight of D U D’ cannot be reduced by an isotopy. But d U d’ 
forms a fold in fl and it follows that D U D’ E 7-l. 
Assume that D’ is net innermost. Choose an inn_ermost disk 3’ c D’ (where fr(6’) 
is connected) and let D c S be a disk with fr(D) = fr(6’), wt(6) = wt(E’) and 
6 U 6’ E 3c. Suppose that d’ n 5’ = 0. Then d’ splits D’ into two disks, one containing 
5’ and the other having zero weight. By Lemma 2, the zero weight disk D’ - fi’ meets 
aM and thus contains D’ n a(M) # 0. Hence fr(D) is an arc and fr(s’) is a simple 
closed curve. We can start the proof of the proposition over again, this time beginning 
with the least weight innermost disk 6’ in place of D. If we reach the present case again 
we will be working only with innermost disks disjoint from i3M. Thus we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that d’ n 6’ # 0. 
The endpoints of the arc d U d’ bound an arc c in one edge of 0 and c U d U d’ is 
the boundary of a disk V c CT (V is shaded in Fig. 3). Let 6 and p be a pair of arc 
components of S n CT such that d’ fl (6 U p) bounds a component d’ of d’ n a’. Observe 
that V n (2 u 5) n S = (2 u j?) n d’ since d acts as a barrier. Thus (V n G) U (V n ,@ 
are two components of either 6 n g or S - 5 n c. Since d3 U (V fl 2) U (V rip) forms 
a fold in g, it follows that (V iI&?) U (V rl p) are components of 6. Since S’ does not 
meet the interiors of either (V n 6) or (V n E), the disk 6 is also an innermost disk. As 
before, since 6 U 6 lies on a fold in u it follows that 5 U 6 E M Thus we obtain the 
desired pair of innermost least weight disks in this final case. 0 
We apply Proposition 1 to prove a theorem giving the existence of pairs of least weight 
innermost disks for lw-taut normal surfaces in 3-manifolds which need not be irreducible. 
This result is used in [ 121 as well as in the next section when we consider Seifert surfaces 
for links. 
Theorem 3. Let M be a compact, oriented 3-manifold M which is a connected sum of 
irreducible 3-manifolds whose compressible boundary components are tori. Let F and 
F’ be lw-taut normal surjaces in M intersecting transversely. If F n F’ contains an 
inessential intersection curve then there exists a regular intersection curve that is the 
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frontier of a pair of least weight innermost disks in F and F’, respectively. If F n F’ 
contains a contractible simple closed intersection curve then the pair of least weight 
innermost disks can be chosen disjoint from a M. Moreover every inessential intersection 
curve in F n F’ is a regular intersection curve, the result of regular exchanges at 
each inessential curve of F n F’ is a union of two lw-taut normal surfaces Fl and F[ 
representing the same homology classes as F and F’, respectively, and no intersection 
curve in Fl II F[ is inessential. 
Proof. Let 7-l be the set of all properly embedded 2-spheres and disks in M which are 
homologically trivial. Suppose W is a component of F f? F’ which is the frontier of a 
least weight innermost disk D in either F or F’, say D c F. Then W separates the 
component of F’ containing W into two components D’, E’ where notation is chosen 
such that D’ is a disk. 
If E’ is also a disk then D’ U E’ C F’ is an essential compression disk for a torus 
boundary component of M. We cannot have D U D’ and D U E’ both homologically 
trivial so assume notation is chosen such that DUE’ $ ‘H. Since the boundary component 
of M containing a(D’ U E’) is a torus it follows that D’ U D’ E 7-f. 
Suppose E’ is not a disk. D is a compression (or &compression) disk for F’ and 
hence D U D’ is either a 2-sphere or properly embedded disk which separates M. Thus 
DUD’~3tandDtJE’$3t. 
Since F’ is lw-taut it follows in either case that wt(D’) = wt(D) and the weight of 
D U (F’ - 0’) cannot be reduced by an isotopy. Thus Proposition 1 applies and we can 
eliminate all inessential intersection curves from F n F’ by repeated regular exchanges 
which interchange pairs of least weight innermost disks. 0 
4. Equivariant minimal Seifert surfaces 
Let L be an oriented polyhedral link, with components L1, . . , L,., in a homology 
3-sphere C. Take a regular neighborhood N of L and set ML = C - int(N). An 
oriented surface S is a minimal Seifert surface for L if S is a taut surface properly 
embedded in ML and there exists an embedded oriented surface 5’0 c S3 such that 
CC& = L and S = SO n ML. The homology class [S] E Hz(ML, ~ML; 2) corresponds 
to [Li] +. . . + [LT] E HI (L) under the isomorphism 
&(ML, aML) Z Hz(S3, N) cz Hz(S3, L) Z H,(L). 
If g : ML -+ ML is the restriction of any homeomorphism of C carrying the oriented 
link L onto either itself or its inverse -L then g*([S]) = h[[s]. 
The compact, oriented 3-manifold ML is a connected sum of irreducible 3-manifolds 
and all compressible boundary components of ML are tori. We assume that ML has a 
given triangulation 7 and that G is a finite group of simplicial homeomorphisms of ML 
such that the set Fix(G) = {z ] g(z) = z f or some nontrivial g E G} is a subcomplex. 
If F is a taut surface in ML in general position with respect to 7 then there exists a taut 
normal surface S homologous to F such that wt(S) < wt(F). (This can be checked as 
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in [ 121 using the steps described in the proof of Theorem 2.3 [g] to transform a surface 
into a normal surface.) Thus we can always find an lw-taut normal surface S such that 
[S] represents the homology class of a Seifert surface for L. Our first objective is to 
show that there exist lw-taut surfaces which are G-equivariant. 
Lemma 4. Let S1, S’z be oriented normal sur$aces in ML which intersect transversely 
and represent the same element, up to sign, in H~(ML, aML; 2). If S1 and Sz are each 
lw-taut then all intersection curves of SI nS2 are regular and the geometric sum S1 +Sz is 
the disjoint union of two lw-taut normal sulfates Si , Si such that Si N S1 and Si b S2. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 3 we can eliminate all innermost disks from St and S2 by 
performing regular exchanges along inessential intersection curves. We assume this has 
been done and choose orientations of Si and Sz such that St U S2 N 0. There exists an 
oriented submanifold X of ML - (SI U S2) such that 3X = St U Sz. Take any component 
MI of X and let HI = Ml OS,, Hz = MI nS2. Observe that MI cannot meet both sides 
of St near a component of Sr n SZ without inducing incompatible orientations on Si. 
Hence each intersection curve of Sr n SZ in aM1 is a component of fr(Ht ) and of fr(H2). 
We can perform orientation-preserving cut-and-paste operations along all the intersection 
curves in aM1 to obtain surfaces S,l = (St - HI) U H2 and Si = (52 - Hz) U HI 
homologous to St, Sz, respectively. 
Observe that wt(Si) + wt(Si) = wt(Sr) + wt(&) and X(S,‘) + ~(57;) = x(Si) + 
X(S2). If either S{ or Si were to have a 2-sphere component or a new disk component 
(one not already a component of either Si or 5’2) then there would exist an inessential 
intersection curve in Si n S2. Since neither have 2-sphere or new disk components 
we have X-(S,l) + X-(5$) = X_(Sr) + X_(Sz). It follows that S’i and S; are both 
X--minimizing and hence each Si is the disjoint union of a taut surface Si’ homologous 
to Si and a homologically trivial surface Ki which is a union of disjoint annuli and tori. 
Since wt($‘) + wt(Si) < wt(Si) + wt(S$) = wt(St) + wt(S2) and Si, S2 are lw-taut 
it follows that wt(Ki) = wt(K2) = 0 and Si’, Sg are lw-taut. If either Kt or K2 is 
nonempty then some exchange would have been irregular and a fold would have been 
created at that point. Some form of a fold would have remained throughout the remaining 
exchanges (see Lemma 1.1 [ 111) and we would have a fold in Si or Si. The fold cannot 
be in K1 or K2 since they do not meet the l-skeleton and thus the fold is in Sr U S;‘. 
This is impossible since Si’ is lw-taut. Hence K1 = K:! = C!J and Si, S; are both lw-taut. 
Repetition of this construction eventually yields the unique sum Si + S2 as a pair of 
disjoint, lw-taut, normal surfaces Si, Si homologous to Si and S2, respectively. 0 
Theorem 5. Let G be a finite group of simplicial homeomorphisms of ML with Fix(G) 
a subcomplex. Let CY E H~(ML, aML; 2) b e a homology class such that g(cx) = fa for 
all g E G. If S is an lw-taut normal sulfate representing CY then every intersection curve 
between images of S is regular and the geometric sum CgEG g(S) is a disjoint union 
of lw-taut G-equivariant normal surfaces Se such that S, is homologous to g(S). 
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Proof. Using the previous lemma, the proof is just like the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [ Ill. 
(The results in [ 1 l] do not apply directly since an lw-taut surface does not necessarily 
have minimal weight in its homology class.) •I 
Theorem 6. Let L be an oriented link in a triangulated homology 3-sphere C. Let G be 
a $nite group of simplicial homeomorphisms uch that fix(G) is a subcomplex and for 
each element g E G either g(L) = L or g(L) = -L. Then there exists an equivariant 
minimal Seifert surface for L. 
Proof. Using Theorem 5, we can find a G-equivariant lw-taut normal surface S c MI, 
representing the homology class of a Seifert surface for L. Such an lw-taut normal surface 
S need not be a Seifert surface for L since it may meet a boundary component B of 
ADA in 21c + 1 parallel simple closed curves, where k pairs have opposite orientations. 
If k > 0 there exists an adjacent pair of curves in B n 35’ with opposite orientation and 
we can perform a cut-and-paste operation that attaches an innermost annulus A in B to 
such an innermost pair and then pull the new surface 5” off B along this annulus. Since 
X-S’ = X-S it follows that S’ is a taut surface homologous to S. 
This construction can be done in such a way that S’ is G-equivariant. Let g E G and 
suppose that g(S) is disjoint from S. Then SUg(S) bounds a submanifold X of ML. If 
we have an annulus A c B where aA = S n A is an adjacent pair of oppositely oriented 
boundary curves of S then g(S) n A must consist of an even number of simple closed 
curves which can be matched together in pairs having opposite orientation as boundary 
curves of g(S). It follows that there exists an annulus Al c A such that 
c g(s) n A = aAl 
is an adjacent pair of oppositely oriented boundary curves of h(S) for some h E G. If we 
let N = aA4L x I be a small G-invariant regular neighborhood of ElML = aM, x (0) 
then we can find G-equivariant product Ni = Al x I c N and replace CgEG g(S) by 
xg(S-Snh-‘(N,)uh-‘(Al) x (1)). 
gEG 
Repetition of this process produces a G-equivariant, taut surface S” that meets each 
component of aA4L in one simple closed curve and is a minimal Seifert surface. 0 
A link L in a homology 3-sphere C has period n if there is a PL rotation g of order n 
about an axis A disjoint from L which leaves the link invariant. Using the existence of 
equivariant minimal Seifert surfaces, we give a bound NL on the period for any nontrivial 
oriented link by applying the Riemann-Hurwitz formula as is done in [2] for knots. This 
gives a new proof that only trivial links can have infinitely many periods [5]. 
Let L be an oriented link with r components. Consider a minimal Seifert surface S 
for L and suppose that S has t components 5’1,. . , St. Let gi denotes the genus of Si 
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and set gs = gt + . . . + gt. We define XL = 2t - gs - r, the Euler characteristic of S, 
and gL = max {gs ) S is a minimal Seifert surface for L}. Finally, we let 
PL = max lcm{tl, . . . ,z,}\r==~z~andziEZ+ 
L has p trivial components if a minimal Seifert surface S has p disk components and 
in which case XL < p. We define the bound NL for the periods of L as follows. For 
the case when x(L) < p we define NL = 2pL(2gL + 1). (A possibly larger bound is 
obtained by using (r - x~)/2 in place of gL.> For the case when XL = p a minimal 
Seifert surface S consists of p disks and r - p annuli. In this case and when r > p 
we form a new oriented link L’ from L by reversing the orientation of one nontrivial 
component of L and let NL = 4~~(2gi + 1) . 
Theorem 7. Suppose L is an oriented link with period n. If n > NL then L is a trivial 
link. 
Proof. Let g be a PL homeomorphism of ML having period n and fixed point set a simple 
closed curve A. If there are z components in the orbit of a component L1 of L then 
gz(L1) = LI. Let q denote the number of orbits of components of L and let zi, . . . , zp 
denote the number of components in each orbit, respectively. Then ~1 f . . . + zq = r, 
the number of components of L, and p = zlzz . . zq < pi. If we set f = gp then 
f(Li) = Li for each component Li of L. 
Assume L has p trivial components. If XL = p then a minimal Seifert surface has p 
disk components and (r - p)/2 annulus components. Otherwise XL < p and S has at 
least one component of negative Euler characteristic. 
Case (1). Assume XL < p. By Theorem 6 there exists an f-equivariant minimal 
Seifert surface S for L meeting A transversely. Suppose S has t components. Choose 
any boundary component B of ML and let Si denote the component of S which meets B. 
Suppose lJ fi ( SI) h as a components. Since the surfaces fi (St ) are pairwise homologous 
(mod 2), the a annulus components Al,. . . , A, of B - B f? (U fi(Sl)) adjoin distinct 
components of ML - U fi(Sl). Th e annuli Ai adjoining components of ML - IJ fi(Sl) 
which meet Fix(f) are invariant under f and yet f permutes the boundary curves B rl 
(Ufi(Sl)) of the Ai. It follows that a < 2 and hence f’(S) = S. If we set h = f2 = g2p 
then h has period m = nl(21.L) > n/(2p~) > 2gL + 1, each component of L is invariant 
under h, and each component of S is invariant under h. 
Let D be the union of the p disk components of S and set F = S - D. Then F has 
z = t - p components and 9 = r - p boundary components. Let Ic be the number of 
points in F f~ A. The sum gF of the genera of the components of F is equal to gs. The 
projection to the quotient space of the group action on F generated by the restriction 
of h is an m-fold branched covering F + F’ with Ic branch points, each of degree m. 
Observe that F* has the same number of components and boundary components as does 
F. From the Riemann-Hurwitz formula x(F) - k = m(x(F*) - k) we get 
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where gF’ denote the genus of F’. 
If2gp +r^+Ic--2T>Othen 
m=2&(2gP +3+k-2q + (;f‘+!+-29/(2@* +?+,$-2i) 
from which it follows that m < 2gF + 1 < 2gr, + 1, a contradiction. 
Suppose2gF*+F+k-2z=o.Let F,,.. . , Fi denote the components of F, let gi 
be the genus of Fi, and let ri be the number of boundary components of Fi. Then 
3= Cri 
and 
t^ i 
c2gi=2gF=c(2-Ti-%)<2i: 
i=l i=l 
We assume notation has been chosen such that gi > 0 for 1 < i < s and gi = 0 for all 
i > s. If i > s then ri > 2 since gi = 0 and F has no disk components. If s > 0 then 
291 + . . . + 29, = (2 - ri - Icl) + . . . + (2 - r, - Ifs) + (2 - rs+l - k,+l) + . . 
+(2 - ri - AT,-) < (2 - r1 - ICI) + . . . + (2 - r, - kS) < 2s. 
This is a contraction since gi > 1 for each i < s. Thus gi = 0 and ri > 2 for all i, and 
(2-7-i -ki)+...+(2- ri - k,-) = 0. It follows that r-i = 2, Ici = 0 for all i and each 
component of F is an annulus. Thus XL = x(S) = p, contradicting the assumption in 
Case (1). 
Case (2). Assume XL = p. We suppose that L is not a trivial link and reach a 
contradiction. In this case a minimal Seifert surface for L has p disk components and the 
remaining components are annuli. Let L’ be a link obtained by reversing the orientation 
of one nontrivial component of L. Since f leaves each component of L’ invariant it 
follows that f2(L’) = L’. Let S’ be an f2-equivariant minimal Seifert surface for L’. 
As in Case (l), each component of S’ is invariant under the homeomorphism h = f4 of 
period m’ = n/+ and m’ > 29; + 1. We reach a contradiction as in Case (1). 0 
Corollary 8. If a link L has infinitely many periods then L is trivial. 
Proof. Let g be a rotation of order n that carries L to itself as an unoriented link. We 
can choose 2~ such that h = g 2p leaves each component of L invariant and preserves 
the orientation of each component. Now if we assign any orientation to L then h(L) = L 
as an oriented link. Choose n sufficiently large so that m = n/(21-~), the period of h, is 
greater than NL. It follows from Theorem 7 that L is a trivial link. 0 
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